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[FIRST DRAFT ONLY] 

SUB THEME 1 

UNDERSTANDING WEATHER AROUND YOU: 

 OBSERVING, MEASURING, UNDERSTANDING AND PREDICTING IT 
 

 Background. 
 

Weather is ubiquitous.  You cannot ignore it.  We live “inside”.  We may feel it.  We complain against it.  But we often take it 

for granted and not care about it.  This could be dangerous. We need to understand the weather, measure its parameters and 

see if we can predict for us to even survive.  It is a historical fact that we created calendars to predict weather.  How can we 

understand the details about our local weather?  How do we make observations on the weather?  Do we follow the same steps 

our distant forefathers did?   Can we find new ways? Can we learn from modern scientific methods for our local use? 

 

Why is weather important? 
 

Weather affects all things around us.  Whether it is crop production,  insects biting us,  diseases crippling us, fruits we eat, 

flowers we smell all respond to weather. 

So, we think you will all agree we need to learn more about the wather that is everywhere around us. 

Weather is what we feel today.  Now if you can imagine yourself living for a hundred years and you remember all the days of 

your life and how the weather was on each of those days, then you would tell your great-grandchild that “in my days in July it 

was like this”—You have talked about the “climate”.  Climate is an “averaged” view of weather over a long time – typically 

from few years to millennia. 

Weather is made up of several interlinked parameters – such as, temperature, humidity, wind speed/direction at different 

atmospheric levels.  Of course, these are all influenced by geography(latitude, longitude), distance from the sun, solar activity,  

sunrise, sunset,(day length)  sun’s position etc. 

So what can all of us do to learn more? 

 

Framework 
 

Our objective is to be able to  

(i) decide what aspect/parameter  of weather or its manifestation(s) we want to 

observe/measure/understand/predict;  

(ii) decide what methods we should adopt for this purpose 

(iii) decide on instruments we could use/build for the above purpose 

(iv) report/record our observations/measurements 

(v) analyse the data we gather 

(vi) predict what might happen in the future  

Imporatance 
 

As already stated in the background above, it is important that we are able to predict weather as ignorance of it may be costly.  

Knowledge is power.  Those who know survive and prosper.  Simple extrapolation would be dangerously unsuccessful.  To 

predict we need to know what it is now and what it was earlier so we can develop methodology.  As all of us have felt at one 
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time or another weather can really make our life difficult – whether it is cyclones, tides or tornadoes.  Only knowledge will let 

us know what the probability we may be wrong is! 

 

How to Proceed? 
 

We propose a series of simple-to-do experiments exemplifying each/some of the parameters that you children can do and 

learn from.  The experiments should be of such a nature that you can think it through and come up with innovative ways of 

doing it.  The experiments would be so designed that they bring out information on the quantity, magnitude of the 

factor/parameter, changes in its values over time, and how it links to other parameters.  Ultimately, this would allow the child 

to understand and describe the parameter and its role in defining the weather and its implicaitons for us. 

 

Components  
 

The experiments would involve, inter alia, observations, measurements of different parameters of interest.  The observations 

would push the child to integrate and synthesis the data into a set of linked proposals(hypotheses).  The child would, ideally, 

at the end of the experiment, come up with a conclusion based on evidence which will be of some consequence.  The 

components/ parameters/ aspects that  could be studied are: 

 

• Temperature [ maximum, minimum, average] 

• Atmospheric pressure  

• Wind Speed and wind directions 

• Relative Humidity  

• Clouds 

• Quantum, Intensity and Frequency of Rain 

• Lightning, thunder, rainbow 

• Tides [in coastal regions]  

• Water level [in wells, ponds] 

• Evaporation from surface water 

• Fog, mists and smog and dew 

• Response of Plants and insects to weather  

• Predicting weather from plants and animal behavior 

• Emergence of diseases  

 

Weather and climate influence many socio-economic and development patterns of a region and thus has 

become one of the most important environmental parameters. Weather and climate decide almost 

everything about our way of life including our  occupational and recreational practices and this critical 

role is often not taken into account by planners while siting industries and power stations and  making 

decisions on transport and other infra-structure for a region.  

 

 

 

There is hardly any human activity that is not in one form or another influenced by weather and climate. 

In a country like India where rainfall is highly seasonal and agriculture is largely dependent on the 
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rainfall of the summer monsoon months, viz., June to September, the national economy has become 

crucially dependent on the behaviour of monsoon. Vagaries in the monsoon rainfall resulting in large 

scale floods and droughts seriously affect the annual food production of the country besides causing loss 

of lives and damage to property. Heavy rainfall and strong winds associated with cyclonic disturbance 

cause disruption and dislocation of transport and communications and loss of life and property. 

 

 The siting of industries, thermal power stations, oil refineries etc., which emit gaseous and 

other particulate pollutants into the atmosphere has to take due consideration of the prevailing wind 

and atmospheric stability conditions during the course of the year to minimise the harmful effects of 

the atmospheric pollution and contamination. With large scale establishment and expansion of 

industries throughout the country especially in the coastal belt, the protection of the environment (land, 

sea and air) from the harmful chemicals into the environment by man-made factors has become a 

matter of concern. There is apprehension that unless preventive measures are taken, this may lead to 

irreversible ecological imbalances and climatic changes. 

  

  

  The local weather and climate of a station are of interest to the residents in general since it 

concerns their day-to-day lives. Besides, it also influences their clothing, food habits, working styles 

and recreational practices. Dislocation of transport, communication, power and water distribution is a 

common occurrence in most states during  during heavy spells of monsoon. Little can be done about 

gusty strong winds during pre-monsoon which uproot trees and fell electric poles year after year.   

 

  Planners require weather information for design, execution, management and control of major 

industrial, commercial, and other activities in and around their chosen sites. Information about local 

weather parameters and their seasonal variations is needed for siting of runways, railways and road 

network.  

 

 

Structure and composition of the Atmosphere:  

 

� Meteorology is the study of the atmosphere and all processes and phenomena that results in our 

particular weather.  

� Different branches of Meteorology are  

 

• Climatology 

• Synoptic Meteorology 

•  Dynamic Meteorology 

 

Composition of the Atmosphere: 
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The major gases in the atmosphere are nitrogen which constitutes about 78% and then oxygen 

which constitutes about 21% of the atmosphere. Further there is presence of Argon which is 

present by about 0.93% and then trace gases such as Hydrogen, Krypton, Methane, Helium, 

Neon, carbon dioxide and water vapour  etc. Figure and the table given below explains the 

atmospheric composition.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Composition of the atmosphere. 
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Further, the atmosphere is layered into different regions such as troposphere, stratosphere, 

mesosphere and thermosphere etc. Figure 2 gives the different layers in the atmosphere such as 

troposphere, tropopause, stratosphere, stratopause, mesosphere, mesopause etc along with 

altitude and temperature. 

 

 

 

Tropopshere: 

 

– The troposphere varies in height from Surface to 10 -18 km  

– 90% mass of the atmosphere 

– Normal temperature lapse rate – average cooling at rate of 6.5 º C / km  

– Most of the weather phenomena occurs in the troposphere. 

 

Stratosphere varies from 18 to 50 km; Mesosphere varies from 50 to 80 km and Thermosphere 

region varies from 80 km  outwards 

 

� Weather is constantly changing sometimes from hour to hour and at other times from day to day. 
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� Basic weather elements are; 

− Air temperature 

− Air pressure 

− Wind speed and direction 

− Humidity 

- Precipitation 

 

Measuring weather parameters over different regions. 

 

Temperature: 

 

A thermograph measure the temperature of the surrounding region Figure 1 gives the thermograph 

used for measuring the temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Thermometer used for measuring temperature. 
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Rainfall 

 

A rain gauge measures the rainfall over different regions. Figure 2 gives rain gauge which is used to 

measure the rainfall over different regions. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Raingauge used for measuring the raingauge. 

 

 

Wind speed and wind direction : 

 

 

Winds play an important role in weather and climate as they decide the fate where how the pollutnats 

are dispersed in the atmosphere. Further the land and sea breeze phenomena an important role in the 

land and sea circulation in coastal areas. Further they also decide how the mixing takes in the low 

troposphere. 

An Anemometer measures the wind speed and a wind vane gives the direction from which the wind 

comes from. Figure 3 gives the anemometer and wind vane used for measuring the wind direction. 

 

 

 

 

Clouds:  

 

• Typically, temperature decreases with altitude, so the lighter stuff (warmer air) is below the 

heavier stuff (colder air). This typically supports some overturning, especially in the boundary 

layer. This in  turn generates clouds. 

•  
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• Clouds are very common,    with 50% of the earth    covered in cloud  at any given   time.   

Only 1 to 2 % of the clouds    are raining.    Clouds are classified by height   and nature. 

 

Cumulus – cauliflower type appearance 

 Stratus   - flat, grey and  dull  

 Cirrus     -       

If a cloud produces rain, then prefix ‘nimbo’ is added or a suffix numus is added. e.g: nimbostratus, 

cumulonimbus … etc Medium level clouds have a prefix ‘alto’ added. e.g: altocumulus, altostratus … 

etc   

 

There are two important weather events in India. They are the monsoons (southwest monsoon and 

northeast monsoon) and cyclones.  

 

The monsoon rainfall contributes about 75-80% of the mean annual rainfall of the Indian subcontinent. 

The significant features are large variability of monsoon rainfall over the Indian subcontinent from 

Rajasthan to Meghalaya where the rainfall varies from 10 cm during a season over Rajasthan to about 

1000 cm over places such as Cherrapunji etc. 
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Figure . Seasonal monsoon rainfall over different regions of the Indian subcontinent (India 

Meteorological Department). 

 

 

 . 

 

 

 

 

 

There are three unique aspects which differentiate one Monsoon from another they are  

 

1) Monsoon Onset over Kerala 
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2) Active and break in monsoon conditions over the Indian subcontinent 

3) Quantum of monsoon rainfall over different meteorological subdivisions. 

 

 
 

Figure : Onset dates of Monsoon over the Indian subcontinent (India Meteorology 

Department) 

 

Figure  gives mean monsoon onset dates of summer monsoon over the Indian subcontinent. 

Table 1 gives some statistics of the mean onset dates From table 1 gives mean onset date along 

with the earliest onset date of monsoon over Kerala along with the most delayed onset date 

along with the standard deviation, which is 8 days. 
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MONSOON  ONSET KERALA 

Mean Onset Date   : 01  June 

Earliest Onset date  : 11 May (1918) 

Most delayed Onset:  18 June (1972) 

Standard Deviation :   8 days 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extreme Weather Events  

 

• Cold Wave, Fog, Snow Storms 

 

• Hailstorm, Thunderstorm, Dust storm. 

 

• Heat Wave. 

 

• Tropical Cyclones and Tidal waves 

 

• Floods, Heavy Rain, land slides 

 

• Droughts 

 

 

 

Cold Wave :  

 

• Occurrences of extreme low temperature in     association with incursion of dry cold winds 

from north into the sub continent are known as cold waves. The northern parts of India 

specially the hilly regions and the adjoining plains are influenced by  transient disturbances 

which often have weak frontal characteristics, known as western disturbances. They occur    

maximum over Jammu & Kashmir, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh.  

• Fog : 

• Immediately after the passage of a Western Disturbance a lot of moisture is available in the 

atmosphere and the regional and synoptic scale conditions provide the trigger for the formation 

of fog. This has an effect on all forms of transport and in particular to aviation. This has 

indirect effect on the economy of aircraft operations and air passenger inconvenience. Airports 
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in north India show a significant increasing trend in visibility during the winter season 

amounting to 90%.    

 

Heat Wave  

• Extreme positive departures from the normal maximum temperature result in heat wave during 

the summer season. They occur  maximum over Uttar Pradesh. Bihar, Rajasthan, West Bengal 

etc. 

In recent years the heat wave has increased in both in intensity as well as duration. 

 

Tropical Cyclones over Indian Ocean: 

 

There are two seasons  for cyclone formation in the north Indian Ocean : 

• Pre Monsoon -  (March to May)   

• Post Monsoon - (October  to December)  

Further, more number of cyclones form over the Bay of Bengal than the Arabian Sea. 

 

A severe Super Cyclonic Storm with winds of upto 250 km/h, crossed the coast in Orissa on 

October 29, 1999. This may prove to have been the worst cyclone of the century in the Orissa 

region and is responsible for as many as 10,000  deaths, for rendering millions homeless and 

for extensive damage . Over the past decades the frequency of tropical cyclones in the north 

Indian ocean has registered significant increasing trends (20% per hundred years) during 

November and May which account for maximum number of intense cyclones . 
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Figure: Orissa super cyclone on 29
th

 October, 1999. 

 

 

 

Floods and Droughts 

 

� Floods and droughts are two important aspects of the weather associated with the abundance or 

deficit of monsoon rainfall. During the last 125 years phenomenal droughts on all India scale 

were only four, namely, 1877, 1899, 1918 and 1972. In these years, the seasonal rainfall 

deficiencies were more than -26% below the seasonal mean rainfall. The droughts were 

associated with considerable losses of life and property. Better distribution system and buffer 

food stock have gone a long way in reducing the adverse effects of drought. 

 

Project Examples 
Making simple measuring devices and using and validating them 

• Calendar -  onset of major events such as monsoons 

• Making a Rain Gauge ; Human hair hygrometer 

Making a Rain gauge  

 

[Details from IMD] 
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Human Hair Hygrometer 

 

Property used :  Length of a human hair is dependent on the relative humidity and it is close tolinear 

Process:  Obtain a reasonably long human hair [or horse hair].  Fix one end to a split cork or some such fixating device.  Wind 

the other end over a wheel that can spin freely.  Weigh the wheel with asmall weight on the other side so that the wheel is in 

equilibrium between the tension in the hair and the string.  Affix a light pointer to the wheel and place a dial. 

 Calibration :  Put the apparatus in a “dry” environment –dry environment obtained by passing air over dessicators.  

Mark “0” for the pointer’s position.  Put near a boiling kettle so that saturated environment is available.  Mark “100” for the 

pointer’s position.  You have the human hair hygrometer 

 

Measuring wind speed and direction 

• How to measure speed? 

• Why is direction important? 

• Wind rose 

Procedure: 

Construct a fan from paper fan-wheel which can rotate freely.  Hold the fan against the wind and measure its speed of 

rotation. [This can be done either by a commercial speedomaetr or by constructing a strobe light arrangement].  Orient the fan 

so that the speed is maximum.  Note the direction. 

Measuring temperatures 

• Maximum, minimum and average temperature 

• Shade or open? 

• What is the “hottest month”? 

Use a thermometer to measure the temperature every hour in a shaded place.  Note it. From the data decide what the 

maximum and minimum temperature are in a day.  Do this for every day for a year to get monthly maximum, minimum and 

average temperature.   

 

Impact of any one parameter measured on something of importance to us 

 

• E.g.   Correlate (i.e. draw a graph) on temperature and electricity bills 

• Rain and flower prices;  seasons & illnesses; rain & mosquitoes 

• Ants & prediction of rain 
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Glossary 

 

Air pressure The cumulative force exerted on any surface by the molecules composing air. 

Altocumulus A middle cloud, usually white or gray. Often occurs in layers or patches with wavy, 

rounded masses or rolls. 

Altostratus A middle cloud composed of gray or bluish sheets or layers of uniform appearance. In the 

thinner regions, the sun or moon usually appears dimly visible. 

Anemometer An instrument designed to measure wind speed. 

Aneroid barometer An instrument designed to measure atmospheric pressure. It contains no liquid. 

Barograph A recording instrument that provides a continuous trace of air pressure variation with time. 

Barometer An instrument that measures atmospheric pressure. The two most common barometers are 

the mercury barometer and the aneroid barometer. 

Blizzard A severe weather condition characterized by low temperatures and strong winds (greater than 

32 mi/hr) bearing a great amount of snow. When these conditions continue after the falling snow has 

ended, it is termed a ground blizzard. 

Ceilometer An instrument that automatically records cloud height. 

Climate The accumulation of daily and seasonal weather events over a long period of time. A 

description of aggregate weather conditions; the sum of all statistical weather information that helps 

describe a place or region. 

Cloud base The lowest portion of a cloud. 

Cloud cover The amount of the sky obscured by clouds when observed at a particular location. 

Cumulonimbus An exceptionally dense and vertically developed cloud, often with a top in the shape of 

an anvil. The cloud is frequently accompanied by heavy showers, lightning, thunder, and sometimes hail. 

It is also known as a thunderstorm cloud. 

Cumulus A cloud in the form of individual, detached domes or towers that are usually dense and well 

defined. It has a flat base with a bulging upper part that often resembles cauliflower. Cumulus clouds of 

fair weather are called cumulus humilis. Those that exhibit much vertical growth are called cumulus 

congestur or towering cumulus.  

Daily range of temperature The difference between the maximum and minimum temperatures for any 

given day. 

Desert One of two types of dry climate-the driest of the dry climates. 

Dew Water that has condensed onto objects near the ground when their temperatures have fallen below 

the dew point of the surface air. 

Drizzle Small drops between 0.2 and 0.5 mm in diameter that fall slowly and reduce visibility more than 

light rain 

Evaporation The process by which a liquid changes into a gas. 

Fog A cloud with its base at the earth's surface. It reduces visibility to below 1 km. 

Hail Solid precipitation in the form of chunks or balls of ice with diameters greater than 5 mm. The 

stones fall from cumulonimbus clouds. 
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Hailstones Transparent or partially opaque particles of ice that range in size from that of a pea to that of 

golf balls. 

Hurricane A severe tropical cyclone having winds in excess of 64 knots (74 mi/hr). 

Hygrometer An instrument designed to measure the air's water vapor content. The sensing part of the 

instrument can be hair (hair hygrometer), a plate coated with carbon (electrical hygrometer), or an 

infrared sensor (infrared hygrometer). 

Inversion An increase in air temperature with height. 

Isobar A line connecting points of equal pressure 

Isotach A line connecting points of equal wind speed. 

Isotherm A line connecting points of equal wind temperature.  

Lightning A visible electrical discharge produced by thunderstorms. 

Meteorology The study of the atmosphere and atmospheric phenomena as well as the atmosphere's 

interaction with the earth's surface, oceans, and life in general. 

Mist Very thin fog in which visibility is greater than 1.0 km (0.62 mi). 

Nimbostratus A dark, gray cloud characterized by more or less continuously falling precipitation. It is 

not accompanied by lightning, thunder, or hail. 

Precipitation Any form of water particles-liquid or solid-that falls from the atmosphere and reaches the 

ground. 

Psychrometer An instrument used to measure the water vapor content of the air. It consists of two 

thermometers (dry bulb and wet bulb). After whirling the instrument, the dew point and relative 

humidity can be obtained with the aid of tables.  

Rain Precipitation in the form of liquid water drops that have diameters greater than that of drizzle.  

Rain gage A device-usually a cylindrical container-for measuring rain-fall.  

Sea breeze A coastal local wind that blows from the ocean onto the land. The leading edge of the breeze 

is termed a sea breeze front.  

Sea level pressure The atmospheric pressure at mean sea level.  

Shower Intermittent precipitation from a cumuliform cloud, usually of short duration but often heavy.  

Sleet A type of precipitation consisting of transparent pellets of ice 5 mm or less in diameter. Same as 

ice pellets.  

Smog Originally smog meant a mixture of smoke and fog. Today, smog means air that has restricted 

visibility due to pollution, or pollution formed in the presence of sunlight-photochemical smog.  

Snow Solid precipitation in the form of minute ice flakes that occur below 0ºC.  

Snowflake An aggregate of ice crystals that falls from a cloud 
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Stratocumulus A low cloud, predominantly stratiform with low, lumpy, rounded masses, often with 

blue sky between them. 

Stratus A low, gray cloud layer with a rather uniform base whose precipitation is most commonly 

drizzle. 

Temperature The degree of hotness or coldness of a substance as measured by a thermometer. It is also 

a measure of the average speed or kinetic energy of the atoms and molecules in a substance. 

Thermograph A recording instrument that gives a continuous trace of temperature with time.  

Thermometer An instrument used to measure temperature.  

Thunder The sound due to rapidly expanding gases along the channel of a lightning discharge.  

Tipping bucket rain gage A device that accumulates rainfall in increments of 0.01 in. by containers that 

alternately fill and empty (tip).  

Tornado An intense, rotating column of air that protrudes from a cumulonimbus cloud in the shape of a 

funnel or a rope and touches the ground. (See Funnel cloud.) 

Trade winds The winds that occupy most of the tropics and blow from the subtropical highs to the 

equatorial low.  

Weather The state of the atmosphere in terms of such variables as temperature, cloudiness, 

precipitation, and radiation. 

Wind Vane An instrument used to determine wind direction. 

References: 

C. Donald Ahrens, 1985. Meteorology Today. West Publishing Company, 497-509. 

Frederick K. Lutgens, and Edward J. Tarbuck, 1995. The Atmosphere. Prentice-Hall Inc., 443-

456. 

Joe R. Eagleman, 1980. Meteorology The Atmosphere in Action. Litton Educational Publishing 

Inc., 353-364. 

Joseph M. Moran, and Michael D. Morgan, 1986. Meteorology. Burgess Publishing, 486-496. 

 

Some websites where you can get Ocean and Atmosphere related phenomena : 

 

National Institute of Oceanography: 

 

www.nio.org 

 

India Meteorological Department 

 

www.imd.gov.in 
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Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology 

 

www.tropmet.res.in 

 

Some Books on Monsoons 

 

a. Southwest Monsoon – Y.P. Rao  

b.  The Monsoons – P.K.Das  

c.  Monsoon Dynamics – T.N.Krishnamurti  

d.  Monsoon Meteorology – C.S. Ramage  

e.  Monographs of India Meteorological 

Department, New Delhi available from their website as e copies.. 

 

 

 


